
What’s In A 

COLOR? 

                                                                 

What’s it like to ride a dragon at Igen Weyr?  Now you can find out!  Below are comments from riders of all color hues 

sharing their personal viewpoint on what they like best and least about riding their color.   Enjoy! 

GOLD 
 

Diem Zsaviranth Jr. Weyrwoman Mirage 

 

Aside from the clutch/flight RP that comes along with riding gold, I truly enjoy RPing what makes 
Igen tick. That is, what makes the Weyr able to function. As a goldrider, you ICly have an 
opportunity to get down into the mix of //how// a Weyr is run and can explore all of its detailed 
inner workings. There are also administrative duties that allow you to function as a liaison to the 
Craft Halls and Holds of the surrounding territory, which provide all sorts of unique RP for a 
goldrider as one of Igen's diplomatic representatives. There are a variety of RP hooks available 
to a goldrider that can fit all types of character development; however, there are also some 
obvious limitations that may not apply to other characters outside of riding gold. RP can feel 
restricting when it comes to getting involved with the grittier side of Igen, like the Bazaar and all 
of its dangers or the desert terrain that houses the potential outlaw and shady underground city. 
ICly, it may not make sense for a weyrwoman to be in certain areas of Igen -- and, yes, ICA = 
ICC even for a weyrwoman (ask Diem, she knows all about pushing boundaries and buttons ;P)! 
Overall, being a goldrider at Igen offers an abundance of creative RP hooks that can result in 
some super satisfying character development. 
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BRONZE 
 

F’in Rhakanth Wingrider Mirage 
 
Obvious boons to riding bronze: clutch RP; leadership opportunities; IC prestige; swagger. 
BUT... clutch RP is sparse. If you're hanging your bronze/brown experience on that, don't. There 
are a lot of people interested in it and your number may not come up for //literal// years. WL is 
most often bronze, sometimes brown. Never blue or green except in the most rare of interim 
instances. If WL is one of your aspirations, bronze is a good choice -- but like clutch RP, 
opportunities for the position only come up a couple times a year. Additionally, despite how rare 
bronzes are they don't FEEL that way because they're not restricted OOCly in any way. Anyone 
can roll up a bronzerider at any time (no mistake, this is a good thing). There are supposed to be 
about 100 bronzes in the world (~15 per Weyr) and it doesn't actually feel that special in 
practice. Even so, you can still swagger like a mofo.  
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BROWN 
 

M’tej Temyrth Wingrider Whirlwind Wing 
 
Pros: 
Brown dragons are perhaps the most versatile of any color dragon. They can be as small as 
large blues, or as large as small bronzes; they are known for endurance and being steady and 
bold creatures, starting with F'nor's Canth. On our game, browns can and do Impress to both 
women and men, and offer both the chance at major leadership positions - up to and including 
Weyrleader.  While HT also grants leadership positions to the blues and greens, having, say, a 
brown Wingleader or WLM makes a great deal more sense in terms of Anne McCaffery's dragon 
biology, which suggests that endurance corresponds to size.  Having a blue or greenrider as a 
wingleader, while possible, puts a huge IC strain on a dragon that, according to cannon, cannot 
usually last an entire fall; the ability of a brown dragon to last through even the longest of Falls is 
not questioned.  Browns would make wonderful dragons for a dragonhealer, with the fortitude 
and strength of mind to steady other browns, blues and greens without needing to call in a 
queen or a bronze.  Brown dragons can be Clutchfathers.  They can legitimately compete with 
some expectation of winning in both greenflights and goldflights (depending on their size, of 
course).  While in canon, brownriders are always males and heterosexual, because HT 
Impresses to both males and females, I think that HT brownriders can have any gender 
orientation they want, as well.   
 
Cons (such as they are): 
Brown dragons cannot father gold eggs and as such tend to be open to heartbreak when it 
comes to goldflights.  When female mate choice plays a part, some golds may prefer the bronze 
sire, for the potential of a gold daughter (especially in flights that lead to PC clutches!).  This 
makes sense, given that golds perpetuate the species and SearchCos would like to have the 
'nay' and the 'yea' on whether there's a gold egg, so the //possibility// of the gold egg needs to be 



there.  Furthermore browns seem to be considered, for males, the 'Poor man's bronze' - like... A 
consolation prize for not Impressing bronze.  [Temyrth . o O (WTF?!?)]  While this might be, 
OOCly you can't throw a stick without hitting a HT bronzerider, but there are relatively few 
brownriding males, and there's a wide open opportunity to try to change that IC perspective. And 
just think, men... Those bronzeriders probably //need// their pretty, shiny metallic lustrous dragon 
to garner attention and get all that sexy going; //brown//riders can compete on a level playing 
field without needing their dragon's sparkly impressiveness to get the girl...!  (I'm too sexy for a 
bronze, too sexy for a bronze, too sexy...! ;) ) 
 
In summary, browns present a huge set of unique opportunities for both male and female 
characters to explore of venues of their own development, without the 'pressure' of being on a 
'leadership' dragon - metallic. They can legitimately justify about any vocation within the 
dragonridering profession, and they have a little more privacy and a lot more anonymity than the 
metallics, who, ICly should be known by name, at least, by every Harper-taught child on Pern. 
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BLUE 
 

T’ral Esanth Weyrsecond Whirlwind 
 
Blue is the most versatile color in Threadfall. Blues can train agility and fly with greens 
(sacrificing endurance to last a full Fall). They can train endurance and fly with browns (lasting a 
full Fall). They are the ONLY dragons with that option. They are the Wing- and Weyrleader's 
Swiss Army Knife. Riding blue there is no clutch RP, but this can also be positive, blues and 
blueriders are outside the breeder power structure/struggle, offering a unique 
perspective/position in RP.  
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GREEN 
 

Kyara Liareth Asst. 
Weyrlingmaster 

Mosaic 

 
Pre-Impression Occupation: Harper Journeyman (Oldtime) 
Turns Since Impression: 9 
 
About riding green: "It's easy to look at the bigger dragons and believe they're so much more to 
aspire to than a 'lowly' green or blue.  But if it's speed and agility and some of the greatest 



capacity for versatility you'd rather admire, look no further than green!  It //is// the most numerous 
color, true, but in that depth of field, you find a tremendous source of commiseration as a 
greenrider.  More riders than not will know exactly what you're going through, especially since 
we're paired with the only color besides gold that has to deal with proddiness.  
 
"In terms of the cons of riding green (and you can bet your life I'm keeping all this shut out from 
Liareth right now, or she wouldn't be letting me think through all her scolding), it's those proddy 
periods that most would call the least desirable thing to deal with.  It can be especially hard for 
someone not born to the Weyr; I know I had my share of difficulties for the first handful of my 
Turns as a dragonrider.  But once you allow yourself to wrap your mind around the nature of 
those particular times, and learn how to cope with the different possibilities the aftermath 
presents, it truly does //not// have to be so stressful an experience as some might make it out to 
be. 
 
"Another downside is stamina during Threadfall.  No green can make it through an entire fight; we 
all must switch out halfway through, though some can push slightly longer due to size or 
build.  The exhaustion, however, is inevitable.  Fortunately, the concentration of greens in the 
Weyr makes this easy enough to deal with. 
 
"Those two things aside, it might be argued that we have the best lot in many ways.  We'll never 
have to oil as much hide as the bigger, shinier ladies of the Weyr, poor things.  When they're 
growing, most weyrlings can actually carry their lifemates for a longer period, which is immensely 
handy when they fall asleep at random.  A green's size makes her the most maneuverable color; 
we can pull off some rather breathtaking aerobatics to ensure that escaped Thread has no 
chance of staying escaped.  And in the T-Tourney agility events and races?  It's almost 
guaranteed that no other color will hold as many patches for that.  It's great (and much needed) 
fun to compete for the sake of keeping //those// bragging rights. 
 
"If this all sounds exciting, but you're scared of heights or flying, rest assured that, should you be 
looked to by a green, she will never let harm come to you in the air.  All you need do is let her 
instincts flow across to you, that airborne surety and unwavering confidence, and it will gradually 
become your own.  Then the possibilities for what you might accomplish together become 
practically endless!" 
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